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Hope  -  To have hope is to wish for an 

outcome that makes your life better in some 

way.   Having hope can help make a difficult 

situation much more bearable. 

Hope puts the hurt and pain into perspective 

and reminds us that things are always changing.  

When we are at our lowest point, it is hope that 

lifts us and shows us a path back toward some-

thing good.   

Joe Wicks MBE  -   

Mon, Wed, Fri @ 9am  

 Regular PE Sessions 

You’ll find him on 

 

Mr Turner & Finn   

Tues & Thurs @ 7:30    

Story time 

 St Teresa’s page  

Welcome to the 7th Edition of our Wellbeing Newsletter.  As always, I hope this finds 

you safe and well.  Springtime is upon us and this brings a feeling of hope and optimism.   

As we return to school on Monday 8th March I’m sure we all hope that our lives can get 

back to some kind of normal, a normal that is right for you and your family.  

For some children, coming back to school will be difficult, so our focus this week will be 

on supporting them during this time. 

When we return to school, the wellbeing newsletter will be sent 1/2 termly.  I hope you 

have enjoyed reading them during lockdown and you have found support and ideas to 

help.  If they have helped just one person, it has been worth it.  
Michelle Tibbs 



 

 

 

 

MAKE A SELF SOOTH BOX 

Why not make yourself a box which you can fill with things that help you  
when you are feeling anxious  - things like, photos, fidget toys, scented oils 

and positive quotes. 

How to make a self-soothe box.  Click and Open the Link. 

 

 

 

 

Here are some useful things to help you cope with any      

worries you might have. 

GIVE ME 5 

Remember Give Me 5?    

Can you name 5 people who you can talk to about 

your worries or concerns? 

TIME TO TALK 

Remember Time to Talk? 

If you need to talk to someone about concerns or worries,                         

Mrs Tibbs will be around on 

Monday & Wednesday during Lunchtime to offer a listening ear. 

FOR CHILDREN 

GOOD NEWS  /  WORRY BOXES 
 

Remember to share any good news with your class.  If you 

have any worries, pop a note in the worry box in your class, 

someone will try and help.  

https://youtu.be/TTYlS3u3A_E


 
FOR PARENTS 

Going back to school after lockdown is not going to be 
easy for some children.  They will have lots of         

questions and may feel anxious.  All of this is ok.    
 
• Talk to your child, how they are feeling about going back to         

school?  Try not to make assumptions. Ask them if they are wor-
ried or feel scared about anything, but also if they are excited 
about or looking forward to something. No matter how your child 
feels, let them know that it is completely normal to feel a mixture 
of emotions and that most children will be in the same boat. 

 
• Provide your child with as much information about their new 

routine and school day as you can. This will help them to prepare 
for any changes that have been made to the timings of their day, 
the layout of their classroom, their peer groups and playtimes.  
Use the letter sent out on Friday by Mr Turner, this has a lot of    
information in it that you will find useful. 

 
• Reassure your child. During the lockdown we have been told to 

stay at home, remain socially distant from others and wash our 
hands regularly. Talk with your child about ways they can stay safe 
at school, such as washing their hands before and after eating, and 
reassure them that the school are putting measures in place to 
keep them safe. 

 
• Re-establish a routine to help ease into school life. During lock-

down it is understandable that your family’s routine may have 
changed. Children are likely to have been waking up later or going 
to bed later. To help them get ready for school, try to gradually get 
them back into their usual morning and bedtime routines as they 
get closer to their return date. 

 
             Cont……. 



 
• Don’t put pressure on yourself. The transition back into school is 

likely to take some time. Lots of children will experience ups and 
downs. Try your best to support, reassure and comfort them, with-
out putting pressure on yourself to make sure their homework is 
done or they settle into a new routine straightaway. 

 
• Think ahead. As well as reflecting on what has happened during 

the past few months, it is important to help children develop hope 
and a sense of excitement for the future. At a time like this, it can 
be hard to feel positive, but identifying the things that they can 
look forward to will help them to realise that the current situation 
won’t last forever and their feelings will change. 

 
• Seek support if you need it. Transitioning back to school after     

being in lockdown is no easy task. You may find that your child 
struggles to get back into school or experiences difficulties while 
they’re at school. If this is the case, reach out to your child’s    
teacher as soon as you can so that you can make them aware of the 
challenges and work together to support your child.  You will         
probably find that the teacher has noticed these things too.   If you 
are concerned about your child’s mental health and you think they 
need professional support, speak to the school and your GP about 
the best next step. 
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FOR EVERYONE 

 



 



Relaxation 

Relaxation doesn't have to mean 
sitting still – gentle exercise can 
help you relax too. Take a walk,  

going at your own pace.  Even just 
a few minutes of walking can help 

you feel relaxed.   

Breathing 

Relaxation, Breathing & Music 

 

POINTILLISM 

Pointillism is a technique of painting in which small, distinct 

dots of colour are applied in patterns to form an image.  It is 

a great activity to support mindfulness and concentrating on 

the here and now. All you need is some paint or felt tips and 

a calm space to create your artwork. Remember you can use 

the non-sharp end of a pencil to dip into the paints to make 

the dots.  

 

 

 

Music 

Find your music motivation. It can be hard to motivate ourselves when we don't have a clear plan 
for our day and we are spending lots of time at home. Find a song that you can play when you 

wake up in the morning that will get you motivated for the day ahead. Maybe even set it as your 
alarm!  

Place both feet flat on the ground 
roughly hip-width apart. Let your 

breath flow as deep down into your 
belly as is comfortable, without forcing 
it.  Breath in through your nose and out 
through your mouth.  Breathe in gently 

from 1 to 5. You may not be able to 
reach 5 at first.  Then, without pausing 
or holding your breath, let it flow out 

gently, counting from 1 to 5 again,  
Keep doing this for 3 to 5 mins. 



   Catholic Children’s Society -  They have resources to use including a series of video resource named 
‘Meditation with Children and Young People’ in collaboration with the World  Community for 

Christian Meditation: 

 https://www.cathchild.org.uk/meditation-with-children-young-people/ 

For Parents 

If someone you know is feeling anxious or worried you don’t need to be an expert in 

mental health to support them. 

1. Check in - pick up the phone or start a group chat. 

2. Listen and Reflect  -  you don’t need to fix things or offer advice, often just listening 

and showing you are taking them seriously is enough. 

3. Ask questions  -  asking how they’re managing, with interest, can often help        

someone to open up. 

Helplines and useful contacts 

You may need to speak to someone during this difficult time 

• Domestic Violence: 0808 200 0247                   Mind:  0300 123 3393 

• Child-line: 0800 11 11                                          Young Minds:  0800 802 5544                                     

• Anxiety UK 03444 775 7740 

• Samaritans 116 126 

• Citizens Advice Newcastle 0300 330 9055 

“We have such a long way to go,” sighed the 

boy. “Yes, but look how far we’ve come,” said 

the horse. 

Father Shaun shares Morning Prayers and daily Mass via Facebook Group  -                                      
St Teresa, St Lawrence, Our Lady and St Vincent  -  East End 

https://www.cathchild.org.uk/meditation-with-children-young-people/

